An optional component of the Anaira system enables a doctor to be in touch with patients from any location. So the next time a doctor is on vacation or attending an overseas conference, there is a way to keep in touch with the facility. The system allows for remote examination of patients and even allows for issue of prescriptions. It requires just an access to the Internet. This can be innovatively used to remotely treat immobile patients at their own homes.

Integrate your pharmacy or lab
If your facility also has a pharmacy or a lab, the system seamlessly integrates. It also has provision for a sophisticated inventory control option.

Prescription
Anaira allows creation of the prescription stationary in the same format that the doctors currently use. If the margins are decided at the time of registering the system, the contents of the prescription automatically adjusts to fit into the space available.

Future
Plans include sending alerts of outbreaks, their relevant symptoms, indications and contra-indications. Anaira will also host an internal forum among all subscribing doctors who can exchange notes and consult for second opinion for any unique diseases.

Subscription
The Anaira system is available on a monthly or yearly subscription.
Anaira is a powerful and easy-to-use digital support tool for medical decisions. It also eliminates all routine paper work and shifts a number of tasks to non-medical assistants thereby allowing the doctor to spend more quality time with patients or attend to more patients.

Developed by a team of national and international experts, Anaira has gone through extensive deployment in Asia and Africa. It requires no or minimal computer skills for all users. The assistants require only basic literacy and their screens can be in a local language.

Differential Diagnosis (DDx) from Entire ICD-10

The system, using inputs from the assistants, generates a pre-configured list of differential diagnosis for the doctors. It serves as a check list as well as gives a standardized update on modern medicine. Besides the simple symptoms captured by assistants, our DDx engine also provides for more complex symptoms to expand the DDx from the entire ICD-10 list. The other main attraction of our DDx system is the suggested list of investigations and medicines for over 7,000 medical conditions contained in ICD-10. The doctor has the flexibility to accept or reject the DDx recommendations and select from the master list of diseases, investigations and medicines including the ability to write his/her own preferred choices.

Assistants Absorb Onerous Routine Tasks

Simple screens enable assistants to register symptoms, capture vital parameters such as temperature, blood pressure or glucose, and attach lab reports to assist the doctor. This triggers the in-built differential diagnosis engine. Whichever language is used by assistants, the doctors get their reports in English.

Electronic Records on Each Patient

Anaira automatically creates an electronic medical record of each consultation which is retrievable by the click of a button in the future. This also makes follow-up visits easy as a pre-generated screen with a list of tasks relevant to patient follow-up enables the doctor to spend minimal time.

A Complete List of Branded Medicines

The system lists all the brand names of over 10,000 medicines available in the country categorized and colour-coded on the basis of cost. The doctor can re-configure the list with brands that he/she commonly prescribes. There is also provision to include unlisted brands.